Iron is the most abundant transition metal in the human body and an essential element required for growth and survival. Our understanding of the molecular control of iron metabolism has increased dramatically over the past 10 years due to the discovery of hepcidin, which regulates the uptake of dietary iron and its mobilization from macrophages and hepatic stores. Although general practitioners and internists encounter iron deficiency and anemia in their everyday practice, little is known about iron metabolism in patients after solid-organ transplantation. The aim of this review was to summarize the current knowledge on iron metabolism in kidney, heart, and liver transplant recipients. Iron deficiency and/or anemia, as well as iron overload, are frequently observed but the precise mechanism of these disturbances have not been fully elucidated. Iron deficiency is more prevalent in kidney and heart transplant patients, while iron overload in liver transplant recipients. Secondary and potentially reversible causes of these disturbances should be considered such as inflammation, graft failure, and type of immunosuppression. Iron status check-up should be a part of long term follow-up because disturbances in iron metabolism are a possible risk factor of infections and mortality in solid transplant recipients. Internists and general practitioners are often the first doctors to take care of organ transplant recipients (before they will present at outpatient transplant clinics or hospital transplant units); therefore, knowledge about the disturbances in iron metabolism in this specific population would be useful for better diagnosis and treatment both before and after transplantation.
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**ABSTRACT**
Iron is the most abundant transition metal in the human body and an essential element required for growth and survival. The absence of a physiological excretion mechanism requires iron homeostasis to be regulated by iron absorption from the intestine and the recycling of iron from senescent red blood cells. Thus, the regulation of iron metabolism involves the interaction of a number of specific proteins as well as the interplay between iron absorption and loss.

**Introduction**
Iron is the most abundant transition metal in the human body and an essential element for growth and survival of any form of life. On the other hand, it is toxic to the cells due to its ability to catalyze free radical generation. The absence of a physiological excretion mechanism requires iron homeostasis to be regulated by iron absorption from the intestine and the recycling of iron from senescent red blood cells. Thus, the regulation of iron metabolism involves the interaction of a number of specific proteins as well as the interplay between iron absorption and loss.

**Critical proteins in iron homeostasis**
The critical proteins involved in iron homeostasis are transferrin (measured in the laboratory as the total iron binding capacity [TIBC]), transferrin receptor and ferritin (the cellular storage protein for iron but at the same time an acute-phase reactant). The newest proteins include an intracellular reporter of iron status, the iron responsive element-binding protein (also called iron regulatory protein [IRP] or factor); hemochromatosis gene (HFE; mutations of which are responsible for hereditary hemochromatosis); divalent metal transporter (also known as DMT1, Nramp2, DCT1, solute carrier family 11, member 2); duodenal iron transporter, a stimulator of iron transport, ferroportin; and hephaestin (iron export proteins). Moreover, they include hepcidin, a possible negative regulator of intestinal iron absorption as well as macrophage iron release; hemojuvelin (HJV), cofactor for hepcidin; hepcoxin...
bone morphogenetic protein 6 (BMP6), a cytokine produced in iron overload and responsible for the main pathway of hepcidin activation; and finally matractase-2 (TMPRSS6, type II transmembrane serine protease expressed primarily in the liver), which cleaves HJV on the plasma membrane, resulting in hepcidin inhibition by blocking the BMP/HJV-activating pathway. In mice, defects in the TMPRSS6 gene encoding matractase-2 result in high hepcidin expression and cause severe microcytic anemia. Similarly, mutations in the human TMPRSS6 gene have been identified in patients with iron-refractory iron-deficiency anemia (IRIDA). IRIDA is associated with severe microcytosis, while the anemia of chronic disease is typically normocytic. In IRIDA, high serum ferritin and low transferrin saturation (TSAT), even after parenteral iron treatment, are typical findings.

The sensors of erythropoietic state are 3 proteins: erythropoietin, growth differentiation factor 15 (GDF15), and twisted gastrulation. GDF15 is a family member of the transforming growth factor-β superfamily and is secreted by hemoglobinized erythroblasts during the final stages of erythropoiesis. Elevated serum GDF15 correlates with decreased hepcidin and increased iron absorption. Interestingly, a more recent study has shown that GDF15 expression is negatively regulated by the intracellular iron levels independent of hypoxia-inducible factor and IRP activation.

Iron distribution in the body The total iron content of the normal human body is about 3 to 4 g, most of it being associated with hemoglobin in circulating erythrocytes (approximately 2.5 g), iron-containing proteins such as myoglobin, cytochromes, catalase (about 400 mg), bound to transferrin (3–7 mg). The remainder is storage iron in the form of ferritin or hemosiderin. Daily iron requirement for erythropoiesis is from about 20 to 25 mg. It comes largely from macrophages which have phagocytosed senescent erythrocytes. This process makes it possible to recycle approximately from 25 to 30 mg of iron per day, which corresponds to the daily requirement of iron for erythropoiesis. In men, the storage pool of iron is about 1 g (mainly in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow). Due to iron losses with menses, deliveries, pregnancies, etc., adult women have lower iron storage.

Dietary sources of iron A typical Western diet contains about 15 mg of iron, some of which is heme iron. About 30% of this heme iron is promptly absorbed, while the remaining iron, accounting for almost all iron in non-Western diet, is poorly absorbed. Less than 10% is being taken into the mucosal cells. Diet rich in heme iron, i.e., in fish, poultry, and meat contains more bioavailable iron than the vegetarian diet (30% vs. 10%). Non-plant sources of iron, i.e., cereals, bread, fruit, or vegetables are absorbed better in the presence of ascorbic acid, whereas teas (rich in tannates), bran foods (rich in phosphates and phytates) inhibit iron absorption by forming complexes with iron. The intestinal absorption of iron ensured by the mature enterocytes at the top of duodenal villi is from about 1 to 2 mg per day (i.e., 30% of 1–2 mg of heme iron in the Western diet and about 10% of 10–15 mg of nonheme iron). It makes it possible to compensate for losses, resulting mainly from the exfoliation of the epithelial cells. Thus, iron homeostasis is regulated strictly at the level of intestinal absorption.

Red cell production Production of red blood cells is an active process leading to daily production of 200 billion new mature erythrocytes in order to compensate for the destruction of senescent red blood cells by macrophages. Erythropoiesis is controlled mainly by erythropoietin and availability of iron. Normally, three quarters of the body’s iron is present in circulating red blood cells, and the remaining one quarter is stored mainly in the liver and bone marrow.

Normally, one-third of transferrin is saturated with iron (i.e., Fe/TIBC equals 33%). TSAT is decreased when iron supply to the plasma from macrophages and other storage sites is reduced, i.e., iron-deficiency anemia, anemia of chronic inflammation (disease), and, in some cases, of ferroportin mutations. On the other hand, TSAT is increased when iron supply exceeds its demand, i.e., aplastic, sideroblastic anemia, hemochromatosis, liver disease, and other forms of ineffective erythropoiesis. Transferrin receptors are present in hepatocytes and epithelial cells of the small intestine, including duodenal crypts. They probably contribute to the body’s iron sensing. Each receptor can bind 2 transferrin molecules, and, after their endocytosis, iron is offloaded (4 Fe3+ atoms) in acidified vacuoles. Then, the complex of the apotransferrin and transferrin receptor is recycled on the cell surface and released into circulation. Ferritin present in virtually all cells, including hepatocytes, is the cellular storage protein for iron and, at the same time, an acute-phase reactant. The serum level of ferritin generally reflects the overall iron storage, with 1 mg of ferritin per ml indicating 10 mg of total iron stores.

The intracellular correlate of transferrin is ferritin. Bone marrow and liver biopsies and/or hepatic magnetic resonance imaging are more specific ways to measure tissue iron stores; however, serum iron indices are less invasive, less expensive, and more clinically available. From the clinical perspective, on one side, iron-deficiency anemia is the most common anemia worldwide; on the other side, primary (hemochromatosis) or secondary defects in the iron regulation system leading to iron overload are also present in human pathology. Most of the conditions associated with secondary iron overload are characterized also by anemia. The source of iron may be parenteral (transfusions, iron compounds), from increased oral intake (diet, iron compounds, or enhanced
iron absorption due to ineffective erythropoiesis or liver disease). Sometimes more than 1 factor can be present in the same patient. It is often crucial to diagnose the cause of the disturbances in iron metabolism to timely introduce proper treatment, including organ transplantation in certain cases.

**Iron deficiency** Iron deficiency may develop when unmet increased iron requirement or inadequate supply, or both are present. Clinical presentation of iron deficiency may vary from a casual finding only of laboratory abnormalities on routine screening in the absence of clinical symptoms to profound, clinically relevant iron-deficiency anemia with the so-called pica. Typically, we could classify iron deficiency into 3 progressive stages:

1. **Storage-iron depletion** characterized by an increase in TSAT, increase in circulating transferrin receptor, rise in erythrocyte zinc protoporphyrin, rise in percent of hypochromic erythrocytes, and abnormally low reticulocyte hemoglobin content; 2. **Iron-deficiency anemia** characterized by normal hematological signs such as a decrease in TSAT, increase in circulating transferrin receptor, rise in erythrocyte zinc protoporphyrin, rise in percent of hypochromic erythrocytes, and abnormally low reticulocyte hemoglobin content; 3. **Iron-deficiency anemia** characterized by classic biochemical signs of iron deficiency with hematological changes reflecting iron-deficient erythropoiesis with anemia, decreased mean corpuscular volume, mean corpuscular hemoglobin, reticulocyte hemoglobin content, and increased red distribution width.

**Iron deficiency in chronic kidney disease** In chronic kidney disease (CKD), an important issue is the diagnosis of iron deficiency due to the fact that the laboratory criteria are markedly different from those in persons with relatively normal renal function. Absolute iron deficiency is likely to be present in advanced CKD when TSAT falls below 20% and ferritin below 100 ng/ml. In normal subjects, these values of ferritin are within the normal range. These discrepancies in serum ferritin between normal subjects and CKD patients are partly due to the fact that ferritin is an acute-phase reactant and CKD is a subclinical inflammatory state. However, a functional iron deficiency may also exist among patients with CKD. This is characterized by the presence of adequate iron stores as defined by the conventional criteria, but with the inability to sufficiently mobilize iron to adequately support erythropoiesis with the administration of erythropoietin. An inadequate amount of iron is released from the liver and other storage sites. In such patients, the serum ferritin level is either normal or elevated usually between 100 and 800 ng/ml, with TSAT typically about ≤20%.

**Iron repletion and overload** Iron repleted state is characterized by an increased production of ferritin to permit adequate storage along with decreased production of the transferrin receptor to minimize further iron entry into the cell. To establish the presence of iron overload (increased body iron burden), serum iron measurement, various radiological tests, liver biopsy, and the assessment of the response to phlebotomy or chelation therapy should be performed. In severe iron overload states, TSAT can approach 100% and the unsaturated iron-binding capacity can approach 0. A fasting TSAT of 60% or higher in men and of 50% or higher in women has accuracy of over 90% in detecting patients with the homozygous form of hereditary hemochromatosis in whom clinical symptoms or documented iron overload is present. Serum ferritin concentration above 300 ng/ml in men and 200 ng/ml in women are suggestive of iron overload, provided that acute inflammation is not present.

**Iron and infections** The growth and metabolism of many microorganisms is exquisitely iron-sensitive. Readily available serum iron is metabolized by pathogen iron and heme enzyme systems, facilitating increased bacterial and fungal growth, which may overwhelm other host defenses and result in clinical infection. Bacteria require iron for the production of the superoxide dismutase that protects them from host oxygen radicals. However, iron concentration in the environment or in the host is too low to sustain the optimal conditions for invading microorganism. Both bacteria and the host developed mechanisms to tackle with this problem. Bacteria developed siderophores (high-affinity iron-binding molecules) retrieving iron from transferrin or lactoferrin of the host. The host also developed defense mechanisms such as increased production of iron-binding proteins (i.e., transferrin and ferritin), decrease in dietary iron absorption, and release of apolactoferrin from neutrophils to sequester the iron at the site of invading microorganism. Hepcidin, by inducing sequestration of iron in macrophages, deprives bacteria of this element. Blood and intracellular bacteria may weaken and biofilms may not develop. Defensins are antimicrobial peptides produced by the cells of epithelial lining. Hepcidin is an acute-phase protein that kills microbes both on contact, like defensins, and by causing hypoferremia. Hence, during inflammation, infection, and possibly also in cancer, elevated hepcidin results in decreased iron release from enterocytes, hepatocytes, and macrophages. It leads to the fall in serum iron and diminished availability of iron for bacteria and tumor cells. Hypoferremia (or stress hypoferremia) is thus believed to contribute to host defense against invading pathogens and tumor cells and reverses this pathogenic effect and restores the antimicrobial properties of host serum.

This decrease in iron availability, or iron-withholding, may serve as a defense mechanism against infection or other stressful event.
Dark side of iron in transplantation  The exact role of iron in the clinical setting of infection remains unclear, although its role in the pathogenesis of infection has been well documented. Infection is one of the major cause of morbidity and mortality in solid-organ transplantation. Intracellular iron affects respiratory burst activity, and it is necessary for the generation of microbicidal effectors such as reactive oxygen and nitrogen intermediates. In addition, iron negatively affects neutrophil phagocytic function. On the other hand, iron overload has a negative effect on T-cell responses with increased CD8+ by enhancing suppression of T-cell numbers and activities, decreasing the proliferative capacity of T cells, impairing the synthesis of cytotoxic T cells and immunoglobulin secretion at the expense of reduced CD4+ cell counts and reduced mitogenic response to standard antigens and impaired hypersensitivity responses, as presented by Singh and Sun. T-cell responses are vital for protection against viral and fungal infections.

Ashrafiان presented a list of genera of infectious-disease organisms requiring iron for growth and whose virulence was enhanced by iron excess. It should also be stressed that iron overload favors T-helper 2 (Th-2)-dominant response, which is associated with progressive infection and worsening of the clinical course of the disease. Interestingly, immunocompromised patients (i.e., diabetic, with end-stage kidney disease, liver impairment, human immunodeficiency virus [HIV], cancer), particularly those with iron overload, have a striking predisposition to become infected by other aggressive bacteria such as Listeria monocytogenes, Klebsiella spp., Yersinia spp., and Vibrio vulnificus. The last one is mainly found in fish and filter feeders such as oysters and clams (up to 50% culture positive) and crabs (up to 11% culture positive). Type of infections may vary from wound infections to septic shock; therefore, seafood should not be recommended to solid-organ transplant recipients. It has been reported that heme is a critical nutrient source for Staphylococcus aureus and contributes to its spread and virulence. Iron is also a vital growth factor for Aspergillus, which access transferrin-bound iron by siderophore. Similarly, Rhizopus spp. use siderophore to acquire iron. Cryptococcus neoformans does not produce siderophores and uses other mechanisms for iron acquisition, including reduction of ferric iron. Although viruses do not require iron, infected host cells need this element for the synthesis of viral particles. Iron homeostasis is also important in the pathogenesis of human viral infections, such as cytomegalovirus (CMV), hepatitis C, herpes simplex virus, and HIV. CMV infection is linked to endothelial cell activation, and iron promotes these changes. Labile iron facilitates human CMV-induced host cell enlargement and accounts for host cellular dysfunction in the early course of CMV infection. A lower incidence of CMV infection is found in patients treated with the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR); however, whether it might be related to the significant reduction in iron by sirolimus remains to be proved. It has also been reported that iron plays a role in the pathogenesis of herpes simplex virus, and iron overload modulates the clinical course of HCV infection by affecting Th-1/Th-2 responses and is predictor of unfavorable response to treatment with interferon-α. A better understanding of iron metabolism and its relationship to infections, particularly those very uncommon in healthy volunteers and often fatal in solid-organ transplant recipients, could help guide future infection prophylaxis, prevention, and management in this high-risk population.

Iron metabolism in kidney allograft recipients  Recently, understanding of the molecular control of iron metabolism has increased dramatically due to the discovery of hepcidin, a peptide hormone produced in the liver with primary responsibility for modulating iron availability to meet iron needs. The kidney is also involved in iron metabolism. There is abundant expression of Nramp2 in the proximal tubule and collecting ducts of the kidney. This raises the possibility that there is an iron excretory pathway in the kidney, counteracted by its constitutive reabsorption. On the other hand, Nramp1 expressed in the neutrophil granules, known to harbor neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) and lactoferrin, is believed to reduce the availability of iron in the phagocytic vacuoles by pumping iron into the cytosol. As described previously, NGAL is also associated with iron metabolism and inflammation.

Despite the supposition that renal transplant recipients receive more care from nephrologists, iron status is evaluated and appropriate epoetin therapy administered only in 25% of transplant patients. Iron status and iron deficiency have not been extensively studied in kidney allograft recipients. It has become clear that effective erythropoiesis due to recovery of renal function depletes iron stores. Major contributors to iron deficiency in kidney allograft recipients are inadequate iron stores at the time of transplantation (while on renal replacement therapy or at CKD stage 5 awaiting preemptive transplantation), blood losses due to surgery, and iatrogenic blood losses due to posttransplant phlebotomy.

Moreover, in parallel with the recovery of renal function after successful transplantation, effective erythropoiesis depletes iron stores according to the study by Moore et al. who reported that 60% of kidney allograft recipients without iron deficiency at the time of transplantation become iron-deficient 6 months after transplantation. Lorenz et al. reported that the prevalence of iron deficiency, defined as the percent of hypochromic blood cells of 2.5% or higher, was 20%. Iron
As reported by Jimeno et al.,
only 36% of anemic kidney transplant recipients had their iron status assessed – iron deficiency was diagnosed in half of these patients. Moreover, Shah et al.\(^8\) reported that despite the high prevalence of anemia reaching 45.6% in 1511 renal transplant recipients, only 46% had their ferritin measured. Recently, Zheng et al.\(^8\) tried to answer the question about blood and iron losses over the first 12 weeks after transplantation. They quantified the magnitude and sources of blood and iron losses in the early posttransplant period. Standard phlebotomy for the assessment of graft function and immunosuppressive drug levels largely contributed to blood loss within the first weeks after transplantation. Moreover, to increase hemoglobin from the target level of 10 to 12 g/dl in CKD patients to the normal range was present in 62.4% of long-term kidney transplant recipients without anemia. In our previous study, complete iron status was assessed only in 51 prevalent kidney transplant recipients (26%) based on the data available in medical records from routine periodical check-ups of the transplanted cohort.\(^8\) Absolute iron deficiency was found in 8% of kidney transplant recipients and functional iron deficiency in 6%. Therefore, iron supplementation should be considered in kidney allograft recipients more often. In a recent study by Mudge et al.,\(^8\) 104 kidney transplant recipients were prospectively randomized to a single dose of intravenous iron polymaltose or oral ferrous sulfate. They found similar secondary outcomes profile, i.e., infections, acute rejection, blood transfusions, and severe gastrointestinal side effects, between the intravenous iron and the oral iron groups. They concluded that a single dose of intravenous iron did not result in a more rapid resolution of anemia compared with oral iron. Both iron preparations were safe and effective in the management of posttransplant anemia. However, it seems that oral iron would be easier to administer from the logistic and economic perspective.

Labile plasma iron (LPI) is a heterogeneous fraction composed of iron bound to serum albumin, citrate, and other undefined, negatively charged ligands, called nontransferrin bound iron (NTBI).\(^8\) It is associated with the formation of reactive oxygen species, which is implicated in the pathogenesis of myocardial infarction and bacterial infection.\(^7,8\) The term LPI is an operational definition for NTBI and denotes all iron in the plasma that is loosely bound and hence may have redox-active potential. As shown previously, the present fluorescent assay based on the quenching of fluorescein apotransferrin by LPI was sensitive and reproducible.\(^9\) The design of the assay ensures that iron bound to low-molecular-weight molecules that may serve as LPI ligands, such as albumin, citrate, and adenosine triphosphate is largely mobilized by oxalate. In our study, we found that LPI of 0.6 units or higher was present in 19%, whereas LPI of 0.4 units or higher in 42 kidney allograft recipients (36%), and was related to ferritin.\(^9\) LPI was not observed in healthy individuals. Very high ferritin together with high NTBI were found in patients undergoing multiple transfusions before and/or after transplantation.

### Iron metabolism in heart transplant recipients

The role of iron deficiency in the complex interplay of heart failure (HF), anemia, and renal dysfunction has been less well examined. Iron deficiency was found in 32% and 57% of nonanemic and anemic patients with systolic HF, respectively, in 1 large observational study.\(^8\) Parikh et al.\(^9\) reported the prevalence of 61% among community-dwelling HF patients, whereas Okonko et al.\(^9\) who based the definition of iron deficiency on TSAT alone, reported 43% of the patients to have iron deficiency, and 100% of those with the New York Heart Association class IV. The presence of concomitant chronic renal dysfunction – an inflammatory condition with increased levels of circulating cytokines – also increases the likelihood of hepcidin-induced iron deficiency.\(^4\) Jankowska et al.\(^8\) in the largest prospective study investigating iron deficiency in HF, observed that increasing severity of HF symptoms was associated with higher likelihood of iron deficiency.

There are virtually no data on iron metabolism in heart transplant recipients (OHT). In our study, all iron parameters were available for 50% of the patients, and anemic patients had a tendency for lower TSAT compared with nonanemic ones.\(^8\) Patients treated with mTOR inhibitors (both kidney recipients and OHT) had lower estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), higher high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP), interleukin 6 (IL-6), and soluble transferrin receptor.\(^8\) Patients given myophenolate mofetil / myophenolic acid had lower serum iron, lower eGFR, but similar IL-6, hs-CRP, and hepcidin. It might suggest that subclinical inflammatory state together with impaired kidney function are responsible for anemia in transplant recipients, particularly those treated with mTOR inhibitors. In a recent study, Przybyłowski et al.\(^9\) reported that the prevalence of anemia, according to the World Health Organization, was 51% in OHT treated with mTOR, while in the remaining OHT it was 30%. Functional iron deficiency defined as ferritin levels over 200 ng/ml with TSAT below 20% was present in 80% of mTOR-treated patients. However, the precise mechanism of mTOR–inhibitor-induced anemia has not been clarified so far. Maieron et al.\(^9\) suggested that sirolimus interferes directly with iron metabolism and that sirolimus-induced anemia does not present the features of
The liver is the key organ in iron metabolism as reviewed by Muller et al. with absolute iron deficiency had lower erythrocyte blood count, were younger, with shorter time after transplantation; however, hemoglobin did not differ significantly. We also assessed the prevalence of NTBI in OHT and found that in all studied patients except 4 NTBI was negative and equal to 0. Because in OHT blood transfusions are the ultima refugium in order not to increase the risk of humoral rejection, probably due to such management NTBI was negative in the study population. We concluded that there was no evidence of reactive oxygen species-induced tissue damage in OHT due to either iron overload (oversupplementation) or excessive blood transfusion. Przybyłowski et al. also studied some markers of iron status and found that HJV strongly correlated with kidney function and inflammation, while hepcidin was also elevated in OHT.

Iron metabolism in liver transplantation As reported previously, renal impairment was common in post-liver transplantation with the prevalence of 25% in patients surviving 10 years following the procedure. However, the prevalence of CKD (eGFR <60 ml/min) after orthotopic liver transplantation is not precisely known, and several factors may contribute including hypersplenism, renal failure, inflammatory syndrome, and de novo or recurrent malignancies. Pretransplant kidney function is also an important predictor of outcome. Iron metabolism in liver transplant patients is still a mystery. Only a few available papers deal with iron status in this population. The liver is the key organ in iron metabolism as the site of hepcidin synthesis; it is also the primary iron storage organ. The most important part of the processes related to transcriptional control of hepcidin biosynthesis occurs in the hepatocyte plasma membrane. Almost all the above key factors in iron metabolism are synthesized in the liver. We just briefly describe their role to better understand iron disturbances in liver pathology. The BMP/HJV pathway, whose central component is the glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored protein HJV encoded by the Hfe2 gene, is the key signaling pathway, which regulates Hamp gene expression in response to liver iron stores. At first, the transcriptional activation of BMP6 expression initiates the signaling cascade, which ultimately leads to hepcidin secretion by hepatocytes. BMP6, produced probably by nonparenchymal liver cells, subsequently binds to HJV at the extracellular side of the hepatocyte membrane, resulting in effective interaction of BMP6 with its transmembrane receptors. HJV thus serves as a BMP6 coreceptor. Therefore, the BMP/HJV pathway is now regarded as the main pathway controlling Hamp expression in response to liver iron levels. In addition, matriptase-2, by cleaving HJV, has been proposed to remove the crucial constituent of the BMP/HJV pathway from the membrane, and thus decrease Hamp expression.

Liver cirrhosis is associated with a variable degree of iron deposits, often reaching the levels observed in primary iron overload, although end-stage liver disease due to hemochromatosis is a relatively rare indication for transplantation. As reported by Singh et al., a substantial proportion of patients after liver transplantation had liver iron contents exceeding the normal limits. Iron overload is associated with fatal cardiovascular events following liver transplantation. Myocardial iron deposits were observed postmortem in patients who died of cardiac events after transplantation. O’Glasser et al. reported that out of 856 patients evaluated for liver transplantation, 34% had TSAT of 50% or more and ferritin of 250 ng/ml and higher. Patients with iron overload had more advanced liver disease than those with normal iron indices, and in some patients iron cardiac deposits were found on endomyocardial biopsy. They concluded that non-HFE-related cardiac iron overload can occur in advanced liver disease. Since patients with hereditary hemochromatosis are known to have an increased risk of morbidity and mortality after orthotopic liver transplantation, Fenton et al. studied the clinical, histological, and genetic findings in a series of 7 adult patients with marked iron accumulation in their liver explants and HF despite the absence of HFE mutations. They found that liver explants showed marked iron accumulation predominately involving hepatocytes, with more than 90% of the stored iron. Thus, Fenton et al. identified a unique group of liver transplant patients with marked iron deposition in their cirrhotic liver who developed severe cardiac failure and had iron deposits in the heart, despite the absence of major HFE gene mutations. It has been reported that the prevalence of HFE mutations in patients with alcoholic liver disease in northwestern Poland is similar to the healthy populations and other European countries. Iron overload is potentially amenable to reversal following liver transplantation; however, this may not occur immediately. Susceptibility to infection in the early posttransplant period in patients after liver transplantation...
with iron overload speaks in favor of this hypothesis. In addition, Chow et al.\textsuperscript{122} reported that serum measurements of ferritin, corresponding to the increased levels of serum iron, were independently associated with an increased risk of any infections and death in liver transplant recipients. Similar results were found for the unsaturated iron-binding capacity for the same 2 outcomes. Moreover, Singh and Sun\textsuperscript{123} comprehensively reviewed the potential links between iron overload and unique susceptibility of liver transplant patients to disseminated disease due to opportunistic pathogens. On the other hand, in a small study, Bardet et al.\textsuperscript{123} reported that serum erythropoietin levels were significantly lower after liver transplantation compared with baseline, especially in cyclosporine-treated patients, and were related to hematocrit values in both transplant recipients and control subjects. They also observed a relatively good kidney function and no significant iron deficiency (they assessed only serum ferritin). Bohne et al.\textsuperscript{124} studied the expression of genes involved in the regulation of iron homeostasis and found that operationally tolerant patients exhibited higher serum levels of hepcidin and ferritin and increased hepatocyte iron deposition compared with nontolerant recipients. They also stressed that liver tissue gene expression measurements accurately predicted the outcome of immunosuppressive withdrawal in an independent set of patients. These results pointed to the critical role of iron metabolism in the regulation of intragraft alloimmune responses in humans and provided a set of biomarkers to conduct drug-weaning trials in liver transplantation. On the other hand, as reported by Misra et al.,\textsuperscript{125} iron deficiency is a frequent cause of anemia in liver transplant recipients, especially children. In adults, occult gastrointestinal blood loss is frequently recognized as the underlying cause of iron deficiency anemia in colorectal adenoma and carcinoma in liver transplant recipients.\textsuperscript{126} As recommended by Maheshwari et al.\textsuperscript{127} in the "General Guidelines for the Diagnosis of Anemia at Different Intervals Following Liver Transplantation", iron deficiency should be considered in anemic patients over 6 weeks after the procedure.

Why internists should know the mechanism of iron metabolism? Iron deficiency is the most common cause of anemia worldwide, and primary (hemochromatosis) or secondary iron overload is not uncommon either. Moreover, in the vast majority of patients, these conditions are treatable, providing the diagnosis is established early enough. HF, CKD, and anemia are frequent comorbidities, commonly encountered by internists and general practitioners. The awareness that these 3 conditions negatively affect one another leading to exacerbations and clinical deterioration has led to the concept of cardiorenal anemia syndrome. However, the role of iron deficiency within this complex interplay has been less well examined. Iron deficiency frequently occurs in HF with or without anemia\textsuperscript{92,93} and is an independent predictor of death or urgent heart transplantation in HF.\textsuperscript{95} It not only impairs oxygen transport through reduced erythropoiesis, but also adversely affects oxidative metabolism, cellular energetics, immune mechanisms, and the synthesis and degradation of complex molecules such as DNA. In the Ferric Iron Sucrose in Heart Failure (FAIR-HF) trial, intravenous iron therapy resulted in significant improvements in physical functioning in iron-deficient patients with HF, even in nonanemic ones.\textsuperscript{128} Treatment of iron-deficiency anemia frequently involves the identification of the underlying cause, such as occult blood loss from the gastrointestinal tract in adults or nutritional deficiencies in children or the presence of CKD in solid-organ recipients\textsuperscript{122} or even HF.\textsuperscript{129} On the other hand, in patients with end-stage liver disease who are candidates for transplantation, iron overload should also be taken into account. Internists and general practitioners are often the first doctors to take care of organ-transplant recipients, before they present at outpatient transplant clinics or are admitted to hospital transplant units, and in the vast majority the first condition to be suspected or even diagnosed is end-stage organ failure. Therefore, knowledge of iron metabolism would be greatly appreciated among internists for the better care of patients. In addition, due to the links between iron and infection, "pouring oil into the fire", i.e., giving iron during infection, is not recommended. Iron status check-up should be a part of long-term follow-up of renal and nonrenal solid-organ transplant recipients because disturbances in iron metabolism are a possible risk factor for infections or mortality.
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Metabolizm żelaza u pacjentów po transplantacji narządów unaczynionych – jak daleko jesteśmy jeszcze od rozwiązania tajemnicy?
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STRESZCZENIE
Żelazo jest najczęstszym metalem przejściowym w organizmie ludzkim niezbędnym do wzrostu i przetrwania organizmów. Nasze zrozumienie znaczenia molekularnej kontroli metabolizmu żelaza wzrosło istotnie w ciągu ostatnich 10 lat dzięki odkryciu hepcydyny, która odpowiada za regulację wchłaniania żelaza w przewodzie pokarmowym oraz jego mobilizację z makrofagów i depozytów w wątrobie. Mimo że interniści i lekarze podstawowej opieki zdrowotnej bardzo często stykają się zarówno z przypadkami niedoboru żelaza, jak i niedokrwistości, bardzo niewiele wiemy o metabolizmie żelaza u pacjentów po przeszczepieniu narządów unaczynionych. W tej pracy poglądowej podsumowano dotychczasową wiedzę o metabolizmie żelaza po transplantacji serca, nerek i wątroby. Często obserwuje się zarówno niedobór i/lub niedokrwistość, jak i przeladowanie żelazem, jednak mechanizmy tych zaburzeń nie są dobrze poznane. Niedobór żelaza występuje częściej u biorców przeszczepu serca niż u biorców wątroby. Należy wziąć pod uwagę wtórne i potencjalnie odwracalne przyczyny tych zaburzeń, jak np. stan zapalny, upośledzona funkcja graftu czy rodzaj leczenia immunsupresyjnego. Ponadto ocena metabolizmu żelaza powinna być badaniem rutynowym w długoterminowym leczeniu chorych, gdyż zaburzenia tego metabolizmu są czynnikiem ryzyka infekcji i śmiertelności w populacji biorców. Ponieważ interniści i specjaliści medycyny rodzinnej są często pierwszymi lekarzami zajmującymi się pacjentami po transplantacji (zanim dotrą oni do poradni czy oddziałów specjalistycznych), wiedza o podstawowych zaburzeniach metabolizmu żelaza w tej wyjątkowej populacji może być przydatna w diagnozowaniu i leczeniu tych chorych – zarówno jako kandydatów do transplantacji, jak i w okresie po przeszczepieniu narządów unaczynionych.